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1 This is the first section

2 Another section

3 Reference to the main manual

4 Reference within this document

ET1

Note, if the $HEADER macro is visible at the top, then it’s probably because
this variant didn’t have that macro loaded.

This should be an a-link to the first test file:
./Eltanin_test_1.html#Eltanin_test_1.

This next one should be a [descriptive link to the first file]((b:Eltanin_test_1)
using the bracket notation.

Right after the word paragraphwe’ve added a target called evd2.test.1. We
also define a variable ipple.

Last I want to show the value of the section of the main manual without
causing a backref in it. That section is 3.2. However, as the sections aren’t
numbered, that won’t help very much. Let’s use a description link with bracket
notation again.

Let’s look at 5 which has link ../test2/Variant_document_ND.html#section-
numbers or using brackets

Let’s look at 6 which has link ../test2/Variant_document_ND.html#test.sec.ref
or using brackets

file:///home/pjb/units/git-upload-202208/eltanin/output/test1/Eltanin_test_1.html#origin24
file:///home/pjb/units/git-upload-202208/eltanin/output/test1/Eltanin_test_1.html#Eltanin_test_1
file:///home/pjb/units/git-upload-202208/eltanin/output/Eltanin/Phils_document_processor.html#setting-references-to-sections-paragraph-and-other-locations
file:///home/pjb/units/git-upload-202208/eltanin/output/test2/Variant_document_ND.html#section-numbers
file:///home/pjb/units/git-upload-202208/eltanin/output/test2/Variant_document_ND.html#section-numbers
file:///home/pjb/units/git-upload-202208/eltanin/output/test2/Variant_document_ND.html#test.sec.ref
file:///home/pjb/units/git-upload-202208/eltanin/output/test2/Variant_document_ND.html#test.sec.ref


5 Section numbers

6 We can now allow overriding section refs

7 Test re: named and unnamed paragraphs
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By adding this filename to NAMESspecial in Custom.mk, we then override
passes 1, 3 and 7. We copy the same rule for passes 1 and 7 (just changing
the target pattern to reference ET2 instead of NAMESmost), and change pass
3 to set the section numbering flag to true. Let’s hope this one gets the value
for the xrefs documentation: 3.2 and also the local variable ipple from earlier:
$v:var1_ipple$. Last I want the file stem which is apparently
Variant_document_1. Local variables shouldn’t be prefixed???

So what do we get?

…in test file 1.

Call back to the named paragraph. By value: 4. By link
./Eltanin_test_1.html#test-name-para.

Call back to following unnamed paragraph. By value: 5. By link
./Eltanin_test_1.html#paranum5.

file:///home/pjb/units/git-upload-202208/eltanin/output/test1/Eltanin_test_1.html#test-name-para
file:///home/pjb/units/git-upload-202208/eltanin/output/test1/Eltanin_test_1.html#paranum5

